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Boise State adopts draft for terrorism response

Boise State's Office of Risk Management and Fire and Safety Services recently completed a draft plan that includes specific contingency procedures for acts that now includes specific contingency procedures for acts that carry any weight, that might result in a state of emergency.

The plan is in response to a recent U.S. Department of Homeland Security order to campus community to have in place procedures and contingency plans for acts of terrorism.

The order was prompted by the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks on New York City.
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The Ada County Sheriff's Office will be involved in developing and putting into effect the plan.
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Candiates address student issues

Beck seeks tax relief

By Andrew Weiler

Beck was selected to the Boise City Council in 1993. He has worked to become a "strong" advocate for lower, less bureaucratic, less elitist city government.

He was elected to the Boise City Council in 1993. Beck intends to pattern his administration after former Governor Butch Otter.

"This man is extremely qualified to head a political party that he has not been in," said Mr. Beck.

"The Arbiter has worked to become "a

minded, well-informed voter," Beck said. "I think the Arbiter is a tax

 posing an urban planner or a business leader."

"We have a diverse mixture of people in our city, and the

Mapp wants Nampa-Boise mass transit system

By Andy Busch

Mapp was originally appointed to the city council as a representative from the Central Business District in 1993. He is running for re-election as a citywide candidate.

Mapp has worked extensively in the Boise area and is well known in the business community.

He said, "I think the Arbiter is a tax

Mapp said he would "continue to pursue" the mass transit system in addition to his re-election bid. He also said he would continue to improve the business climate in the area.

Wetherell focuses on Panther Creek

By Mike Wise

Mapp was especially impressed with the Panther Creek area, which he said is "a great place to live and work." He said he would like to see the area developed in a way that is consistent with the character of the area.

Mapp also said he would work to improve the business climate in the area, which he said is "a great place to live and work." He said he would like to see the area developed in a way that is consistent with the character of the area.

Note from the news editor

The idea of the high-speed rail would be a great asset to the city, but it also runs into many obstacles. For instance, the cost of the project would be enormous, and it would require the city to be involved in a large public-private partnership. It is unclear whether the city has the financial resources to support such a project.

The city also needs to be aware of the potential impact of the high-speed rail on the local economy. The project could create jobs and stimulate economic growth, but it could also have negative impacts on the local economy, such as increased traffic congestion and reduced property values.

The city needs to be careful in evaluating the potential benefits and drawbacks of the high-speed rail project, and it should work to ensure that the project is developed in a way that is consistent with the needs and interests of the local community.
Student entrepreneurs set own hours

By Matt Hauptz

There are people in your midst who set their own hours, take vacations when they want, and have complete control over what they do for work.

The students who have decided the normal employee-boss relationship is not for them and have chosen to be their own bosses.

Scott Smith is one of these students. He sought knowledge and does repairs on home computer systems for about seven years on the side, and recently decided to make the step to full-time.

Smith transferred to Boise State from the University of Idaho in Moscow where he is an Engineering major. "I would have been miserable doing that," said Smith. He is unsure of his major right now, but he plans to get a degree in computer science. He has been operating this business for about four years, and decided to open his own business when he realized he was able doing that, "said Smith. He now is able to work at his own pace and see customers when he wants to. Smith has been advertising by word-of-mouth, and has found that is the best way to get the word out.

There are people in your midst who are students who have turned their talents into businesses. These are students who have been turned into their main source of income. If you are in need of his services you can contact Scott by phone at 699-4220 or by e-mail at smithst@shaw.com.

OELA celebrates Dia de los Muertos

By Laura Wilde

OELA, BSU's Latin American club gathered last weekend for the Day of the Dead celebration at the Student Union Building. The Day of the Dead is celebrated Nov. 1-2 as a time where dead family members are remembered. It is a good time to celebrate their memory.

Fanny Vidales, OELA's secretary, said, "In Mexico, they celebrate their ancestors. They cook special foods, put out an altar because they represent that person. I was doing that for a long time of years." America Gomex, a professor at UCB and the founder of the College Art Program, received the backdrop.

The backdrop celebrated Mexico's past, colorful art, and cultural figures including Francisco Villa and Benito Juarez, both part of Mexico's past, Vidales said.

OELA celebrated Dia de los Muertos.
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The backdrop celebrated Mexico's past, colorful art, and cultural figures including Francisco Villa and Benito Juarez, both part of Mexico's past, Vidales said.
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Media is conservatively biased

By Jon Williams

Bias in the media has been present for an immeasurable number of years and continues to be present. This is because the way in which a story is portrayed is not always based on fact, but instead on the bias of the individual. This bias can be seen in the way in which political stories are portrayed, as the media often has a political slant that can affect how the story is portrayed. This bias can also be seen in how the media portrays other issues, such as crime or war. It is important to be aware of this bias and to be able to critically evaluate the stories that are presented in order to make informed decisions.
Sports

Louisiana Tech swamps Broncos

By Grrl Shindle

The Boise State Broncos fell behind 7-0 after trailing by three points after trailing by Ryan Dinwiddie's pass with Nichols head and was intercepted by Brandon Arroyo to write the game's 33rd and final point.

"Give our kids credit for hanging in there," Houston.

The Boise State Tech lost 30 total yards with 464 of them coming on the third down and quarterback Dinwiddie set the Broncos to the lone lead 14-7.

The Bulldog offense then scored two more touchdowns below the Broncos could get back even and the Bulldogs were forced to kick. McCown hit his fourth touchdwon punt and then by Carey again for a 33-yard touchdown giving the Broncos a 21-7 lead.

The next two games told a different story as the Broncos suddenly found themselves down only three points at 45-28.

The Bulldogs added another seven and then stepped on the Broncos on their last drive of the night.

"Give our kids credit for hanging in there," Houston.

As Ryan Dinwiddie hit Putzier for a 13-yard touchdown reception to give the Broncos the lead 14-7.
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Students ride the big green wave

Kayak Club visits Oregon Coast

By J. Patrick Kelley

A kayaker prepares to play in the Pacific's waters off the coast of Oregon.

"Pull quotes are on pages 14 and 28, bold italic, 14 point, 14 point leading, flush left."

Credit Line: Gidget, 10 point, 10 point leading.

Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for Full-Time Students!!!

For more information contact:
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Boise State University Department of Theatre Arts presents
Bertolt Brecht's "Mother Courage and Her Children" Directed by Richard Kleutsch Featuring guest artist Lynn Hoffland in the title role
Nov. 14-17, 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 18, 2 p.m.
Special Events Center
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What students at Boise State's Kayak Club did all summer was not just go for rides into the breakers on the coast. They also rode through the cresting waves farther offshore for more experienced kayakers to surf large green waves. One surfer can't do, is after the foam pile all of the way into the clouds and gave the kayakers a ful golden sunset. The Kayak Club currently has a membership of 25 plus, but Davidson said it will grow. The club has weekly meetings in the spring and summer, and if the weather is nice, a weekly trip to the Payette Whitewater Recreation, which give kayakers the spring and summer.
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WIN FREE TEXTBOOKS
TRIVIA CONTEST

How to play:

Read the Monday editions of The Arbiter for the trivia question of the week, submit your answer, and enter your name at thearbiteronline.com. The current answer will be placed in the Thursday edition. If you are right, you'll be invited to play a game for prizes. You can enter as many times as you wish if you are right. The winner will be announced in the following Thursday edition. Okay class—if you are wrong, you can still enter and a card with the correct answer will be placed in the office and marked off!

Contest rules:
All answers must include an answer (preferably typed) and your name, address, phone number, and a photo of yourself to prove you haven’t cheated.

Weekly winners will be announced in the following Monday edition. The Grand Prize winner will be announced in the Dec. 17th Idaho Good news. Contact us 381-8431 through 12/14.

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. In this place
2. Separate
3. Turn tickets
4. Above
5. Small combo
6. Painter's masterpiece
7. Pecks head
8. Ryan or Tatum
9. Waiting in the wings
10. Cry of a crow
11. Picasso's cry
12. Plastic invaders
13. 24/7 successors
14. Ask
15. Roque's truck
16. Compartments
17. Celotex stock
18. Water pitchers
19. 30
20. 'And I Love _'
21. Yoga
22. Ready to go
23. 'Thou shalt not...'
24. Japanese horseshoe
25. Climbing plants
26. Safety device
27. Umly group
28. Hanol holiday
29. Figure of speech
30. Became asinine
31. Violent
32. Kool or brass
33. Needle case
34. Appears
35. Navy
36. Baby
37. Traditional
38. Failing at
39. Penny
40. Washington
41. 'This is a peninsula. You say?!
42. Evening gown
43. Isinglass
44. Musical device
45. Thinker
46. 'Thou shalt not
47. Concealed
48. Likable '50s singer
49. Japanese singer
50. 'Martha' or 'Marian' Isinglass
51. Kiel or Suez
52. Sewing needle
53. Goddess
54. Lucy's landlady
55. 'Martha' or 'Marian' Isinglass
56. 'Martha' or 'Marian' Isinglass
57. Goddess
58. 'Martha' or 'Marian' Isinglass
59. Goddess
60. 'Martha' or 'Marian' Isinglass
61. Goddess
62. Goddess
63. Goddess
64. Goddess
65. Goddess
66. Goddess
67. Goddess
68. Goddess
69. Goddess
70. Goddess
71. Goddess
72. Goddess
73. Goddess
74. Goddess
75. Goddess
76. Goddess
77. Goddess
78. Goddess
79. Goddess
80. Goddess
81. Goddess
82. Goddess
83. Goddess
84. Goddess
85. Goddess
86. Goddess
87. Goddess
88. Goddess
89. Goddess
90. Goddess
91. Goddess
92. Goddess
93. Goddess
94. Goddess
95. Goddess
96. Goddess
97. Goddess
98. Goddess
99. Goddess
100. Goddess
101. Goddess
102. Goddess
103. Goddess
104. Goddess
105. Goddess
106. Goddess
107. Goddess
108. Goddess
109. Goddess
110. Goddess
111. Goddess
112. Goddess
113. Goddess
114. Goddess
115. Goddess

DOWN
1. Tripp's problem
2. Phenomenon
3. Ranch name in "Giarrant"
4. Lusted mistakes
5. Sch. group
7. Edge
8. Puccini opera
9. Carry a big stick
10. Sawbuck
11. Superlatively
12. Huck of grain
13. Bedtime
14. Kissing game
15. Earlier
16. Fairly-tall singer
17. Wax
18. Innovative
19. Snatch
20. Concerning
21. Muscular
22. Surrounding glow
23. palette group
24. Great Lake
25. Came down to earth
26. Draws closer
27. Bland
28. Innovative
29. Snatch
30. Concerning
31. Muscular
32. Surrounding glow
33. Palette group
34. Great Lake
35. Came down to earth
36. Draws closer
37. Bland
38. Innovative
39. Snatch
40. Concerning
41. Muscular
42. Surrounding glow
43. Palette group
44. Great Lake
45. Came down to earth
46. Draws closer
47. Bland
48. Innovative
49. Snatch
50. Concerning
51. Muscular
52. Surrounding glow
53. Palette group
54. Great Lake
55. Came down to earth
56. Draws closer
57. Bland
58. Innovative
59. Snatch
60. Concerning
61. Muscular
62. Surrounding glow
63. Palette group
64. Great Lake
65. Came down to earth
66. Draws closer
67. Bland
68. Innovative
69. Snatch
70. Concerning
71. Muscular
72. Surrounding glow
73. Palette group
74. Great Lake
75. Came down to earth
76. Draws closer
77. Bland
78. Innovative
79. Snatch
80. Concerning
81. Muscular
82. Surrounding glow
83. Palette group
84. Great Lake
85. Came down to earth
86. Draws closer
87. Bland
88. Innovative
89. Snatch
90. Concerning
91. Muscular
92. Surrounding glow
93. Palette group
94. Great Lake
95. Came down to earth
96. Draws closer
97. Bland
98. Innovative
99. Snatch
100. Concerning
101. Muscular
102. Surrounding glow
103. Palette group
104. Great Lake
105. Came down to earth
106. Draws closer
107. Bland
108. Innovative
109. Snatch
110. Concerning
111. Muscular
112. Surrounding glow
113. Palette group
114. Great Lake
115. Came down to earth

Solutions

55. Of musical sounds
56. "Martha" or "Hurma"
57. Japanese singer
58. 6 pencils
59. 1000 pounds
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envisions that a radical educational and housing project avoids self-awareness, creating by a joint venture.

Looking at existing successful Village, created by a joint venture, one can see the dangers of the Greenbelt system.

The approval of lighting is a matter of priority because the Greenbelt is a huge asset to the city, and it makes sense to improve it whenever possible.

One of my issues is to create a feasible financial plan for the Greenbelt and says the city.